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ABSTRACT
We propose in this paper a new way of considering retrieval
of stru ctu red docu m ents, b y ex ploiting non-stru ctu ral rela-
tions b etween stru ctu red docu m ent elem ents (dox els). T hese
relations m ay b e defi ned b y hu m an b eings (e.g. b y the au -
thors of the docu m ents for navigation or reference pu rposes),
b u t m ay also b e created b y the inform ation retrieval system
(e.g. u sing k N N ). U nlik e P agerank or H IT S that separate
featu res link and content featu res, we integrate these two
aspects b y defi ning a relative specifi city and a relative ex -
hau stivity b etween dox els. We u se these featu res, as well
as the dox el content, in a com prehensive m atching process.
O ne concern here is to facilitate the ex ploration of the resu lt
space b y selecting the relevant dox els, and b y indicating po-
tential good neighb ou rs to access from one dox el. R esu lts of
ex perim ents on the IN E X 2 0 0 5 test collection are presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H .3 .3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Inform ation
S earch and R etrieval - R etrieval M odels

General Terms
T heory, E x perim entations
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1. INTRODUCTION
A q u ery resu lt of a classical inform ation retrieval system is

a one dim ensional list of u nrelated docu m ents in which a u ser
navigates. When considering retrieval of stru ctu red docu -
m ents, tak ing into accou nt the stru ctu re, b oth in the m atch-
ing process and the presentation of resu lts, is a m u st [3 ].

In this paper, we focu s on the u se of inter-relations b e-
tween parts of stru ctu red docu m ents as a m ean to navigate
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b etween docu m ents. T hese diff erent ways to navigate am ong
q u ery resu lts com plicate the ex ploration of the resu lt space.
We dem onstrate here that integrating non stru ctu ral rela-
tions b etween docu m ent elem ents (dox els) in the index ing
and retrieval processes increases the q u ality of the retrieval
of stru ctu red docu m ents. In the following, su ch relations b e-
tween dox els will b e referred to as the context of the dox els.
O u r assu m ption is that docu m ent parts are not only relevant
b ecau se of their content, b u t also b ecau se they are related to
other docu m ent parts that answer the q u ery. In som e way,
we revisit the C lu ster H y poth esis of van R ijsb ergen [1 9 ], b y
considering that the relevance valu e of each docu m ent is im -
pacted b y the relevance valu es of related docu m ents.

O ne of ou r concerns is to tak e into accou nt the u ser needs
in term of a q u ery resu lt ex ploration: resu lts m ay b e dif-
ferent if a u ser wants specifi c docu m ents (sea rch ing in [2 0 ]),
and if he wants to navigate in docu m ents (sca nning in [2 0 ]).
When we consider navigation in a resu lt space, we need to
tack le the elem ents that are presented as entry points for
the navigation. T his point has b een stu died in work s on
best entry points [8 ]. O u r concern is also to provide su ch
good entry points, b u t we also propose to provide best na v-

iga tiona l links to ex plore the resu lt space. T o do that, we
fi rst b u ild content b ased inter-relations b etween dox els, we
then characterize these relations u sing relative ex hau stivity
and specifi city at index ing tim e, and fi nally integrate these
elem ents du ring the m atching process.

We perform ed ex perim ents on the IN E X 2 0 0 5 collection,
showing the eff ectiveness of ou r m a tch ing in context process.
In particu lar, we showed that the u se of relative ex hau stiv-
ity and relative specifi city valu es b etween dox els can help
achieve b etter perform ance. We also fou nd that the relative
ex hau stivity seem s a m ore im portant featu re to integrate
than the relative specifi city for the IN E X 2 0 0 5 collection.

T he rest of this paper is organized as follows: S ection 2
b riefl y introdu ces related work s. T he dox el space is de-
scrib ed in detail in S ection 3 , in which we propose a doc-
u m ent m odel u sing the contex t. S ection 4 introdu ces ou r
m a tch ing in context process. We set u p the ex perim ents
and give the corresponding resu lts in S ection 5 .

2. RELATED WORK
D iff erent research directions have b een proposed to im -

prove the u se of non stru ctu ral inform ation su ch as contex -
tu al inform ation.



On the one hand, let’s consider works on non structural
links, such as Web links or similarity links. Algorithms such
as Pagerank [1] or HITS [7 ] use the link structure of a net-
work of web pages to assign weights to each page in the
network. They allow respectively to calculate the popu-
larity scores of web pages or to classify web sites in hubs
and authorities. However, (a) they separate features com-
ing from links and from content, and (b) the relations are
not used to help navigation in the result set. Savoy, in [14],
has demonstrated, on non structured documents, that in-
tegrating different relations during matching improves the
quality of the results. However, he has done so without qual-
ifying the strength of the inter-relations. In [18], Smucker
and Allan show that similarity links may help navigation in
the result space. In [17 ] the same authors propose to build
query-biased similarity links between documents in order to
increase the quality of results.

On the other hand, lots of works are based on structural
links between parts of documents. Lalmas and Rölleke [12]
combine content element and weighted structural links by
introducing an accessibility dimension to retrieve the best
document units. In [5], the content of a doxel depends of
the content of all preceding doxels according to the reading
order of doxels in document. This approach ranked 6 4th/ 106
at INEX 2006 . Schenkel and Theobald in [15] compute the
score of an element as the concatenation of the text contents
of all the node descendants in document order. This method
produced good results at the INEX 2006 Focussed Task. The
structure is used in yet another way by Lu, Robertson and
MacFarlane in [9]: they first use a document level retrieval
and then set a cut-off for the retrieved results to avoid too
short elements to be retrieved. This work achieved the high-
est performance at the INEX 2006 Focussed Task.

Existing works show the importance of integrating links,
either existing a priori or created a posteriori, between doc-
uments or parts of documents to improve results in infor-
mation retrieval. We propose here a document model that
integrates structured documents and inter-related doxels to
ease the exploration of the result set.

3. DOXEL SPACE
In this part, we assume that composition links are mean-

ingful to express the content of doxels. We also model non
compositional relational aspects between doxels.

3.1 Doxel content
The representation of the content of doxel di is a vector

generated from a usual vector space model using the whole
content of the doxel: di = (wi,1, ..., wi,k ). Such a represen-
tation has proved to give good results for structured docu-
ment retrieval [4]. The weighting scheme retained is a simple
tf.idf, with idf based on the whole corpus and with the fol-
lowing normalizations: the tf is normalized by the max of
the tf of each doxel, and the idf is log-based, according to
the document collection frequency.

3.2 Doxel context
Let’s consider two content inter-related structured docu-

ments, with the first one, D1, about “ secure code distribu-
tion” and the second one, D2, about “ code signing”. They

share information on “ code” verification. If a user looks for
all the information about secure code distribution, the sys-
tem should indicate that the link above is a relevant part
of the query result. If the user only wants to have general
informations about secure code distribution, D1 is highly rel-
evant, D2 is less relevant, and moreover, the system should
indicate that the link between D1 and D2 is not interesting
for this query result. To characterize the relations between
doxels, we propose to define relative exhaustivity and rela-
tive specificity between doxels. These features are inspired
from the definitions of specificity and exhaustivity proposed
at INEX 2005 [11]. C onsider a non-compositional relation
from the doxels d1 to the doxel d2:

• The relative specificity of this relation, noted
Sp e (d1, d2), denotes the extent to which d2 focuses on
the topics of d1. For instance, if d2 deals only with
elements from d1, then Sp e (d1, d2) should be close to
1.

• The relative exhaustivity of this relation, noted
E x h (d1, d2), denotes the extent to which d2 deals with
all the topics of d1. For instance, if d2 discusses all the
elements of d1, then E x h (d1, d2) should be close to 1.

The values of these features are in [0, 1]. We could think that
these features behave in an opposite way : When Sp e (d1, d2)
is high, then E x h (d1, d2) is low, and vice verse.

Relative specificity and relative exhaustivity between two
doxels are extensions of the overlap function [13] of the index
of d1 and d2: these values reflect the amount of overlap
between the source and target of the relation. We define
relative specificity and relative exhaustivity on the basis of
the non normalized doxel vectors w1,i and w2,i (respectively
for d1 and d2) as follows:

1. We estimate a priori values of the exhaustivity and
the specificity of d1 and d2, based on a vector where
weights are tf or tf .idf

E x h a p (d1, d2) =

∑

i w1,i · w2,i
∑

i w2

⊕1/ w 2,i

Sp e a p (d1, d2) =

∑

i w1,i · w2,i
∑

i w2

⊕2/ w 1,i

where: w⊕m / w n ,i
=

{

wm ,i if wn ,i ≤ 1
√

wm ,i · wn ,i otherwise.

w⊕m / n ,i ensures that the scores are in [0, 1].

The above a priori values do not take into account
query information. To do so, we introduce new values
as follows:

2. We estimate E x h s a (d1, d2, qp r e ) and Sp e s a (d1, d2, qp r e )
as relative exhaustivity and specificity values of inter
related doxels d1 and d2, for each query qp r e of SQp r e ,
and we compute a differential between the doxels, for
all the queries, so as to obtain
E x h s a s e t (d1, d2, SQp r e ) et Sp e s a s e t (d1, d2, SQp r e ), the
relative exhaustivity and relative specifity values on
the sample set.



This approach is inspired by Callan and Connel [2]. They
describe some resources by using pre-defined queries; one re-
source is an unspecified information retrieval system. Once
the resources are described, a meta search engine can weight
their results at query processing time. For our purpose, we
reuse this idea by: (a) using qpre queries each composed of
one randomly selected term in the vocabulary of the collec-
tion, (b) computing the doxels exhaustivity and specificity
for the query. This “query-based sampling” method allows
us to compute only a few queries instead of all the possible
queries, which would be too expensive or impossible. The
number of queries used to do this sampling is a parameter
of our approach, and the best way to define such query set
is to use logs of the system.

We finally compute the relative exhaustivity and speci-
ficity as a combination of the a priori values and values
obtained on sample sets of queries, with the following for-
mula:

Exh (d1, d2) = λ ∗ Exhap(d1, d2)
+ (1 − λ) ∗ Exhsa set(d1, d2, SQpre)

Spe (d1, d2) = λ ∗ Speap(d1, d2)
+ (1 − λ) ∗ Spesa set(d1, d2, SQpre)

where λ ∈ [0.5, 1].

In the above formulas, the larger the query set is, the closer
λ is to 0.5, and the smaller the query set is, the closer λ is
to 1.

We intend to use relative specificity and exhaustivity to
present only relevant relations between relevant doxels of the
result set for a given user and a given request.

3.3 Example
In the INEX2005 Ad Hoc Collection, let’s consider two

doxels:

• the doxel do x1 corresponding to the path
′/ a r tic le[1]/ bdy [1]/ s ec [6]′ of the document file
‘xm l/ c o / 1997/ r 6026.xm l′, which is about secure code
distribution and

• the doxel do x2 corresponding to the path
′/ a r tic le[1]/ bdy [1]/ s ec [6]/ s s1[3]′ of the document file
‘xm l/ s o / 2000/ s5033.xm l′, which is about code sign-
ing.

When no query sample set are considered, we compute
Exhap(do x1, do x2) = 0.37 as the relative exhaustivity value
and Speap(do x1, do x2) = 0.12 as the relative a priori speci-
ficity values for the two doxels do x1 and do x2. This is coher-
ent with the fact that do x2 deals with a lot of the content of
do x1, and that do x2 talks also a lot of other subjects outside
the scope of do x1.

4. MATCHING IN CONTEXT MODEL
As we have characterized the doxel context, the matching

process should return doxels relevant to the user’s informa-
tion needs regarding both content and structure aspects, and
considering the context of each relevant doxel.

We define the matching function as a linear combination of
a standard matching result without context and a matching
result based on relative specificity and exhaustivity. The
relevant status value R SV (d, q) for a given doxel d and a
given query q is thus given by:

R SV (d, q) = α∗R SV c o ntent(d, q)+ (1−α)∗R SV c o ntex t(d, q),

where α ∈ [0, 1] is experimentally fixed,
R SV c o ntent(d, q) is the score without considering the set of
neighbours Vd of d (i.e. cosine similarity) and

R SV c o ntex t (d, q) =
∑

d′ ∈ V d

β∗E x h (d,d′)+ (1−β)∗S pe(d,d′)
|V d|

R SV c o ntent(d
′, q),

where β ∈ [0, 1] is used to privilege exhaustivity or speci-
ficity.

The matching in context model computes scores with both
content and context dimensions to complete our model. B ut
at this point, the organization of the result set is not yet
done: lists of results should include the neighbours which
improve the R SV for a given query, to allow the user to
browse this result set.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We want to evaluate the usefulness of neighbours in struc-

tured document retrieval. To do so, we have considered
the INEX2005 Ad Hoc Collection (16000 documents, 29
queries). We implemented a vector space model based on
usual tf.id f, the R SV c o ntent function is the cosine and the
neighbourhood of a doxel is defined by its 4 Nearest Neigh-
bours [16]. The relations are built offl ine, the process being
sped-up by the use of a clustering techniques. We generate
the 4 nearest neighbours because it would have been too dif-
ficult to compute the neighbours for the 9 millions doxels,
and because of the large vectors dimensions. We generate
randomly 500 referent vectors, one vector per cluster. Each
doxel belongs to the cluster corresponding to the nearest
referent vector.

The evaluation is proposed with the INEX2005 Ad Hoc
task (OV ERLAP=on, Q UANT=gen, TASK =Co.Focussed).
It is the Content Only Focussed Task, assuming the user
prefers a single element that is the most relevant. The gen-
eralised (gen) function allows different degrees of relevance,
by considering not only fully specific and highly exhaustive
doxels as relevant. The overlap on means that the evaluation
considers only non overlapping doxels.

5.1 α and β parameters
We need first to fix α and β to compare our model to

those of INEX2005 participants. We present in table 1 the
obtained results in terms of normalised cumulated gain at
10, 25 and 50 and mean average effort precision measure, for
different values of α and β. The XCG measures are an exten-
sion of the Cumulative G ain (CG ) based measures, and in-
clude the user-oriented measures of normalised extended cu-
mulative gain and the system-oriented effort-precision/gain-
recall measures. The MAep measure is the non-interpolated
mean average effort/precision, calculated by averaging the
effort-precision values obtained for each rank where a rele-
vant document is returned [10].



Table 1: Fixing α and β w ith nX C G for IN E X 2 0 0 5 A d H oc .

Ru n (α, β) nXCG@10 nXCG@2 5 nXCG@5 0 M A e p

(1, x) 0.1021 0.079 0.0886 0.0286
(0.5, 0.25) 0.1049 0.0859 0.0993 0.0335
(0.5, 0.75) 0 .117 1 0.0908 0.1012 0.0357
(0.75, 0.25) 0.1092 0 .0 9 9 9 0.1035 0.0359
(0.75, 0.75) 0.1121 0.099 0 .10 5 5 0 .0 3 6 7

Table 1 presents results for 5 “idf” runs and the result
of the paired bilateral Student’s t-test, which is a common
test in information retrieval [6]. The statistically signifi-
cant results at the 0.05 level compared to the best results,
highlighted in bold font, are underlined in the table. the
(1, x) run represents the baseline whithout neighbours; the
(0.5, 0.75) run outperforms significantly the results of the
(0.5, 0.25) run, for the nXCG at 10 doxels measure (+11.6% )
but nXCG at 25 and 50 doxels are the same; the (0.75, 0.25)
run outperforms significantly the results of the (0.5, 0.25)
run and of the baseline , for the nXCG at 25 doxels measure
(+16.3% and +26.5% ) but nXCG at 10 and 50 doxels are
the same; the (0.75, 0.75) run shows a significant increase
of the results of the (0.75, 0.25) run and of the baseline for
the nXCG at 50 doxels measure (+6.2% and +19.1% ) but
nXCG at 10 and 25 doxels are the same. α and β parameters
have to be choosen between the last three runs of the table.
We decide in the following to consider the MAep measure:
the best score is obtained for the (0.75, 0.75) run.

These results show that exhaustivity is a more important
factor than specificity for users needs on the INEX2005 col-
lection, for the queries of this pool. As a result, we decide
to fix α = 0.75 and β = 0.75.

5.2 Context impact
We present in table 2 the results in term of cumulated

gain at 10, 25 and 50. Our baseline (first line) corresponds to
α = 1, (i.e. no neighbours).The third line presents results for
the α = 0.75, β = 0.75 configuration, but considering only
a tf weighting scheme. The (0.75, 0.75)tf run gives a nXCG
at 10, 25 and 50 doxels less important than the one of (1, x),
but it is not significant. The second line presents results
for the α = 0.75, β = 0.75 configuration. The (0.75, 0.75)
run gives a nXCG at 25 doxels greater (+25, 3% ) than the
one of (1, x) and a nXCG at 50 doxels greater (+19, 1% )
as well. These results show that the neighbourhood of dox-
els has a positive impact on the retrieval of doxels: after a
non significative increase at 10 doxels compared to the base-
line, the neighbourhood method outperforms it significantly.

Table 3 details our results for a specific query (topic 207)
of INEX2005: “DOM and SAX”. On this query, for which
the baseline performs already well, taking into account the
neighbourhood improves consistently the scores, on a broad
query like this one. Exhaustivity improves results as lots of
documents deal with DOM and SAX and exhaustivity allows
to select documents that cover a maximum of information.
As it is only one query of the set, we assume it is inconclusive
and unconvincing.

5.3 Our results vs. official INEX 2005 runs
To compare our system to the systems of participants of

INEX 2005 campaign, we consider a run with parameters
α = 1 and β = x. This way, we avoid all the context part of
our system. It is reduced to a simple tf.idf based system.
Non-interpolated mean average effort-precision M A ep scores
0.0286 for INEX2005 Ad Hoc (OVERLAP=on, QUANT=gen,
TASK=Co.Focussed): our system would have been ranked
at the 36th position over 44 different systems.

This baseline corresponds to second part results of INEX
2005 campaign. Indeed at INEX campaign, people do not
use tf.idf measures to compute the RSV score; system are
build on BM-25 for instance which has been proved to give
better results. Our aim in this article is not to outperform
existing systems, but to show the interest of modeling con-
text, and particularly creating relations between doxels. Our
model shows that the use of inter-relations and relative ex-
haustivity and specificity values can improve the results: us-
ing such a model on a more advance RSV should allow one
to perform better and to challenge other systems.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a contribution to inter-

related structured document retrieval based on a non compo-
sitional relational indexing. Relative specificity and exhaus-
tivity values have been computed for neighbours in a col-
lection to characterize the relations between doxels. These
values are used by the query processing. The evaluation de-
scribes the results of our proposal on the INEX2005 Ad Hoc
(Co.Focussed) task for cumulated gain at 25 and 50 doxels.
The results obtained are significantly better when using the
context of doxels.

At a theoretical level, we plan to provide a better way to
deal with the query sampling method in a way to compute
accurate relative exhaustivity and specificity values between
doxels.

We also plan to thoroughly study our system to explore
the potential benefit of different doxel neighbourhood config-
urations (number of neighbours, doxel size, doxel types) on
other INEX collections, typically INEX2007. We will tune
the parameters by trying new values for α and β, which de-
scribe respectively how important the content is compared
to the context, and how to consider exhaustivity compared
to specificity. More specifically, we will define how to im-
prove the results even at the very first doxels by integrating
relational aspects in a probabilistic model.



Table 2: nXCG for INEX2005 Ad Hoc.
Run(α, β) nXCG@10 nXCG@25 nXCG@50

(1, x) 0.1021 0.079 0.08 8 6

(0.75, 0.75) 0.1121 (+9.8%) 0.099 (+25.3%) 0.1055 (+19.1%)

(0.75, 0.75)tf 0.0989 (−3.1%) 0.0779 (−1.4%) 0.0828 (−6.5%)

Table 3: nXCG for top ic 207 of INEX2005 Ad Hoc.

Run(α, β) nXCG@10 nXCG@25 nXCG@50

(1, x) 0.54 0.4 4 0.3 7

(0.7 5, 0.7 5) 0.6 4 (+ 18 .3 % ) 0.4 9 (+ 9 .7 % ) 0.3 9 (+ 5.4 % )
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